MOVE MANUFACTURING FORWARD
We’re excited to invite you to DISCOVER 2021, a celebration of technologies that work
hard and people who do the hard work on shop floors all over North America. Join us for
live demonstrations, manufacturing seminars, tours of the Mazak iSMART Factory™
and plenty of opportunities for one-on-one discussion.
If you can’t make it in person, tune in for virtual showcases from the event.
Meanwhile, plan to see live demonstrations on these and other machines:

Vertical Machining Centers

Multi-Tasking Turning Centers

VC-Ez 16
VC-Ez 20
VC-Ez 26
VCN-570C

HQR-200MSY
INTEGREX i-100H ST
INTEGREX i-200H S with Gantry Loader*
INTEGREX i-450H ST
QT-Ez 8M
QT-Ez 10MSY*
QT-Ez 12MY
QUICK TURN 350MY

Simultaneous 5-Axis Vertical
Machining Centers
VARIAXIS C-600 with MPP*
VARIAXIS i-800 NEO

Horizontal Machining Centers
HCN-5000
HCN-6800 NEO with PALLETECH*

Horizontal Machining Center
With Full 5-Axis Capabilities

HYBRID Multi-Tasking
Machining Center
INTEGREX i-630V AG
*Automation
Machine information subject to change

VORTEX HORIZONTAL PROFILER 160 XP

DISCOVER 2021
Mazak’s North American Headquarters Campus
Florence, Kentucky
Register at MazakUSA.com/DISCOVER2021

#MazakDiscover | MazakUSA.com/DISCOVER2021 | (859) 342-1700

VARIAXIS i-800 NEO

Experience Mazak Solutions in
DISCOVER 2021’s Action Areas
See live demonstrations in four focused Action Areas, each devoted to technologies
and innovations for customers with specific needs.

High-production solutions for small
precision components

Affordable solutions for job shops

Do little parts with big demands for precision dominate your
workflow? We’ve set up a DISCOVER 2021 Action Area to
showcase Mazak’s practical approaches to productivity for
manufacturers who work on jobs where the importance of the
results exceeds the dimensions of the workpieces.

For job shops, every dollar you spend on equipment – and every
square inch of space you devote to your machine tools – has
to make a big difference in your bottom line. To make your
worklife easier, we’ve devoted an entire DISCOVER 2021 Action
Area to Mazak’s answers to your needs. See demonstrations
on machines from our new Ez Series, including Multi-Tasking
features and automation options.

Advanced manufacturing technologies

Additional training and support

Are you ready for advanced manufacturing technology, including
5-axis and HYBRID Multi-Tasking? We’ve put these innovations
in their own Action Area, where you can see the latest in
sophisticated approaches to single-setup results. Tackle even
the most-complex part geometries with these Mazak solutions.
See machines from our new NEO series, including the HCN-6800
NEO and VARIAXIS i-800 NEO, which feature top-to-bottom
enhancements, including spindle options and tool changers.

The best machine tools need the best in professional education,
single-source support and service. We’ve highlighted Mazak’s
industry-leading learning management system and its long list
of in-person or on-demand courses – along with our best-inclass lifetime support for every machine tool – in an Action Area
you won’t want to miss. Learn about how we’re using augmented
reality on mobile devices to help solve problems, speed up
service and share how-to solutions right at your machine.
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